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LEARNER HEAVEN
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A full suite of
bikes from humble
commuters through to
full sports, touring and
adventure bikes is now
available to new riders.
Have governments and
manufacturers finally
got it right?
52 mctrader.com.au

I

t’s 1960 in the
outback town of
Moree in NSW. It’s
104-degrees centigrade
(Celsius has yet to be invented) and
the police sergeant is reluctant to
leave his chair in the office. The fan
is ruffling the paperwork but he’s
past caring.
You’re wearing no helmet, a pair
of shorts, a t-shirt and sandshoes

without socks. You’re
there for your motorcycle
licence test.
The sergeant knows your
parents so doesn’t bother checking
your birth certificate to see if you’re
somewhere around 17.
“Ride up to the end of the street,
turn around and come back.”
The Norton Big 4 600cc single you
borrowed from your uncle fires

up on the
second kick
and, seconds
later, you’re back in front of the
desk. You dabbed your foot on the
ground a couple of times while
you were doing the U-turn but the
sergeant was listening to a horse
race, in which he’d made a small
investment, on the wireless and
wasn’t watching. Scribble, stamp

and it’s all done: welcome
to the brave new world of
two wheels.

BIG BROTHER IS WATCHING
Elsewhere, at the same time, in
Victoria, a small group of civil
servants is reviewing road safety
data for the preceding decade and
discussing what they could do to
manage the increasing number of

The motorcycle you want is now easier to find

crashes involving motorcycles. This
is what governments are tasked with
in liberal democracies: they try to
manage society through legislation
to prevent troublesome communityidentified issues from becoming fullblown dramas.
trademotorcycles.com.au 53

“The LAMS formula
is simple: the bike
needs to have a
capacity limit not
exceeding 660cc and
must be limited to
150kW per tonne.”

emerged as being over-represented in
Learner crashes. Insurance companies
initiated their own de-facto ‘Learnerapproved’ scheme by making
premiums for the over-represented
models hideously expensive but,
clearly, a longer-term solution was
required.

THE SLOW PATH TO ‘LEARNER
APPROVED’

They had two major problems:
the first is the Australian
concept of federation and the
second is the rampant nature
of free-market capitalism.
Australia’s constitution
was set up not to allow the
Federal government to rule
but to protect individual
states from unwarranted
federal intervention. That’s
why we have different road
rules, licence requirements,
registration restrictions and
infringement penalties from
state to state. Even today,
the legal speed limit on
some Northern Territory
roads could see your licence
shredded in other jurisdictions.
Early concerns centred on pillions.
The ACT made taking a passenger
illegal in 1954 and many other states
54 mctrader.com.au

introduced speed limits to bikes with
pillions, 70km/h being common.
It would be years before a link was
made between speed differentials and
crashes, acknowledging the original
legislation made the problem worse,
not better.
Victoria made the wearing of helmets
compulsory from 1961 but it took the
other states many years to catch up.
Until recently, it was still possible
to ride without a helmet in South
Australia if your speed didn’t exceed
25km/h.

THE 250CC LIMIT
Arguably the biggest development in
attempting to keep a lid on learner
crashes and fatalities was the January
1978 introduction of a 250cc limit to
bikes being ridden by learners and
probationary licence holders. The
logic was compelling: restrict riders

while they were learning and let them
graduate to more powerful bikes once
they’d built up some experience.
In practice, there were problems.
Many riders ‘endured’ a year on a
250 and immediately jumped to an
1100cc sportsbike. Because they
were compulsory, 250s both new
and second-hand were significantly
overpriced. A 10-year-old 250 from
a dealer would have had 10 different
owners and would have been crashed,
on average, around 50 times – hardly a
suitable foundation for a learner.
The biggest problem that emerged,
though, relates to the free-market
economy. The major Australian
distributors started importing sports
250s which obeyed the letter of the
law but were entirely unsuitable for
learners.
These bikes, including Suzuki’s
RGV250 and Yamaha’s RZ250, quickly

The Victoria government held a
parliamentary inquiry into motorcycle
safety in early 1991. One of the more
informed submissions, surprisingly,
came from the Royal Automobile Club
of Victoria (RACV) which had this to
say about the power characteristics of a
suitable learner bike:
“The motorcycle should be able to
provide manageable power delivery.
This is characterised by a wide spread
of torque within the useable engine
speed range. Throttle response should
be progressive without the need to use

excessive engine speeds to maintain
acceptable acceleration in traffic. Many
high-powered motorcycles with smallcapacity engines are unsuitable for
novice riders in city traffic.”
The RACV submission concluded
with a recommendation for the
formulation of a LAM scheme but it
was resisted by the major importers,
significantly Honda, because it wasn’t
clear how a Learner-approved bike
would be determined and the industry
needed certainty to plan into the future.
Honda did undertake privately not to
import any more sport 250s, a decision
made easier for it by the market failure
of its RGV/RZ competitor, the MVX250.
It kept its word until the critical mass
of grey-import CBR250RRs eventually
made it illogical not to import the bike
itself.
After arguably more discussion than
was necessary, LAMS was introduced
in NSW in September, 2002. Other
states watched with interest and SA

Honda CBR500R

CFMoto 650TK

Suzuki 650 V-Strom

Parallel Twin

Parallel Twin

V-twin

Power

35kW

41.5kW

35kW

Torque

43Nm

56Nm

58Nm (est)

790mm

795mm

835mm

3.35

4.08

3.48

$7249

$7990 rideaway

$11,290

Engine

Seat height
L/100km
Price
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“Many riders ‘endured’
a year on a 250 and
immediately jumped to
an 1100cc sports bike.”

The V-Strom’s dual-sports
capabilities barely dent its
bitumen road manners.

came on board in 2005, Queensland
in 2009 and WA finally folded in
January, 2013.
The LAMS formula is simple: the
bike needs to have a capacity limit
not exceeding 660cc and must be
limited to 150kW per tonne.

THE FLOWER BLOSSOMS
To the surprise of many, considering
learners are no longer restricted
to a250, that capacity stayed in
the best-seller list for beginners,
dominated first by Honda and then
by Kawasaki. This year is seeing
some significant changes, though,
as distributors gear up to fight it
out for the ever-increasing Learner
market.
Learners can now select from
56 mctrader.com.au

The CFMoto’s speedo
is tastefully redlined
from 200km/h.

any branch of the motorcycle tree. Like
cruising? Yamaha’s XSV650 has long
been top of the LAMS cruiser heap
but will face a challenge in early 2015
from Harley-Davidson’s new Street 500.
There are also plenty of 250 cruisers
available. Sports riding more your
thing? Kawasaki’s Ninja 300 has ruled
the roost but the competition is now
ferocious. There’s Honda’s CBR500R,
Yamaha’s FZ-6R a brace of Suzukis
and, in news just in, a LAMS Triumph
Street Triple. You can’t ignore the
Hyosung range of sportsbikes either, or
the low-cost CFMoto 650NK.
Dual-sport adventure riding? Honda’s
CB500X is the new kid on the block but
if you have a little extra cash, Suzuki
has just released a LAMS version of its
highly rated V-Strom 650.
Even tourers are starting to emerge
and we feature the LAMS CFMoto
650TK below. It has high equipment
levels and a price under $8000.
What the safetycrats are banking on
is that a Learner who buys a bike with
already-acceptable performance won’t
feel the immediate need to dispose
of it when they get a full licence. The
transition from Learner to rider won’t
be so great.
Early research says LAMS is working
well on a number of different safety
levels and has also been a shot in
the arm for the motorcycle industry.
Learners have never had it so good!
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We’ve picked a LAMS
tourer, a sportsbike and
a dual-sport to see if any
suffer from the 150kWper-tonne restriction.
We all wish we were
Learners again!

W

hat bike did you learn
on? Chances are it’s
what you could afford
at the time and it was
less than ideal. Learners now are in
the box seat and can select from an
ever-increasing range of bikes from
all the different food groups. As
with non-LAMS bikes, though, some
are better than others.
Early attempts to break into the
market involved manufacturers

re-chipping an existing model to
help it comply with the 150kW-pertonne restriction or simply using
a throttle-stop to prevent access to
the power which remains in the
engine. The new breed of LAMS
bikes are being engineered from the
ground up and benefit from a more
integrated approach. We took three
contenders for a tour and a blast up
a popular hill-climb location.

HONDA CBR500R
Typical of Honda, its engineers
were handed a clean sheet of paper
for a fresh design. The Australian
market is relatively miniscule so
it was never going to happen that
a bike would be made specifically
for our LAMS scene. The CBR500R
had bigger markets in mind, some
of which have a 35kW limit for
learners.
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The CBR500R shares most of its
styling cues with the larger-capacity
bikes in the Honda sports range
and, despite being a twin, even
borrows some engine parts such as
the CBR600RR pistons.
Its performance is spirited
(indicated 170km/h) and it delivers
the sports experience in a fun rather
than threatening way. Despite the
appearance, the rider’s footpegs
are set relatively low to provide a
more relaxed seating position and
the ’bars are pulled back to allow
shorter riders to fit comfortably.
The 120/70-17 front and 160/6017 rear tyre allow the bike to be
flicked without effort into and out
of corners and the howl from the
exhaust under load provides an
in-character soundtrack.
Almost unbelievably, given how
we were riding it, it returned
trademotorcycles.com.au
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Suzuki 650 V-Strom:
Delivering on all that
V-Strom heritage and
it’s learner-legal.

CFMoto 650TK: The new
kid on the block with a
remarkable price tag.

“Impressive
technical
features
include an ECU
from Ducati
and Marelli
involvement in
the electronic
fuel injection
system.”

fuel figures of just 3.35L/100km –
outstanding, and the benefit of building a
new engine rather than modifying an old
one.
Negatives are few although the length
and complexity of the linkages from the
gearchange lever to the
gearbox reduce feel
during gearchanges and
the rear-view mirrors
look ungainly on such
an otherwise slim bike.
Overall, it’s a winner
but you don’t have to
take our word for it – the
marketplace will tell you
as well.

CFMOTO 650TK
Love the idea of
motorcycle touring
but can’t find anything
suitable on the learner
58 mctrader.com.au
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market? CFMoto might have the
answer for you with its 650TK.
The engine is a detuned version of
the 650NK (56hp rather than 70hp
but almost the same torque) but
it’s the bodywork that immediately
catches your attention. Two solidmounted panniers swallow 60
litres of luggage (or a full-face
helmet in either unit) and the full
fairing offers both wind protection
and additional storage space.
There’s even an auxiliary power
socket.
The quality of the plastic work is
high and the entire package looks like
a smaller version of a Honda ST1100.
The engine is very well designed
for the kind of work the 650TK will
do and shows every indication via the
service history of the NK model that it
will go the distance. In fact, if you buy
a TK before March 31, the normal twoyear factory warranty gets stretched to
three years. It’s particularly strong from
the bottom end and is more than capable
of quick point-to-point times. Impressive
technical features include an ECU from
Ducati and Marelli involvement in the
electronic fuel injection system.
The bike handles with great confidence
but you’d expect that from any bike
which comes with Continental tyres as
original equipment.
While the engine is fully sorted, some of
the body design could be improved with
more thought. With its low-slung exhaust,
the TK’s pillion ’pegs could be positioned
lower for more passenger comfort and
removable panniers would add to the
bike’s touring versatility. Watch for a full
test in a coming issue.
$7999 ride away? Genius.

Honda CBR500R: All that the
Honda brand stands for plus
amazing fuel economy.

RIGHT: The ample fairing and screen
and decent hard-panniers qualify the
CFMoto TK as a pukka tourer. And it’s
all included for the modest price.

SUZUKI V-STROM 650
Boys from the farm aren’t
going to believe this.
They’ve spent years riding
unlicenced on the property
but want to explore Australia
as soon as they can. Suzuki’s
LAMS-approved V-Strom
650 has suddenly allowed
that to happen.
In the 10 years it’s been
on the market, the V-Strom
has developed a fanatical following for
its versatility, strength and comfort. Built
in Japan, it displays all the engineering
integrity of one of the world’s great
manufacturers. In a word, it’s fully sorted.
The fuel-injected, 645cc, liquid-cooled,
DOHC, 90-degree V-twin has been
re-tuned, not just crudely restricted, and
the result is seamless power in the lowand mid-range. Claimed output is 35kW
but if you rode it back-to-back with the
full-power version, it wouldn’t be until
licence-losing speeds that you’d notice
any difference.
The ergonomics suit long days in the
well-shaped saddle and the 20-litre fuel
tank combines with a meagre thirst to
give a range of 400km-plus. Our test bike
recorded 3.48L/100km.
A major plus for the V-Strom is the
standard fitment of anti-lock brakes. In
this trio, ABS is a $500 optional extra on
the Honda CBR500R and not yet available
on the CFMoto. It’s only a matter of
time before ABS will be standard on all
Learner bikes.
Honda already has its CB500X dualsport and CFMoto is on the verge of
releasing one with the same excellent
engine featured in the TK but it’s hard
to imagine Suzuki’s crown will be
rattled anytime soon in this area of the
market. You pay for it, though, with a
recommended retail price of $11,290 but
it’s a bike you’ll be happy to keep long
after your learner period has elapsed.

“…it delivers the sports experience in a
fun rather than a threatening way.”

RIGHT: With the addition of this LAMS version to
Suzuki’s V-Strom 650 line-up, novices can get started
exploring the wide, brown land without delay, enjoying
to all intents and purposes the same performance as
the unrestricted version offers.
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HONDA CBR500R
So you’ve decided to take the
full sportsbike route with
the view of owning a fullblown, litre corner-carver.
Until then, however, one of
your best routes into the
superbike class is Honda’s
CBR500R – it’s fun, flickable
and affordable.
Power delivery from the
500cc parallel twin, while
modest, is linear and it’s
happy enough to tootle
around town at docile engine
speeds. But it prefers a good
rev to extract its full flavour
and it’s a delight once up
there.
It also prefers to be in
the right gear. The gearbox
lacks finesse and you’ll have
a light-bulb moment when
the likes of a Yamaha MT-01
(with more torque than your
typical city car) shakes your
innards as it thunders past in
fifth – even at slow speeds.
Gearbox aside, the
CBR500R strikes a pleasant
balance between power
and confidence-inspiring
handling. Come tight twisty
time, you’ll have the last
laugh over your heavier,
litre-riding buddies.

SUZUKI V-STROM
650 ABS
“I’m going for a ride…”
I said. “…won’t be too long,”
I truthfully said, assuming
I’d quickly grow tired of the
V-Strom’s relative blandness
and learner-friendliness.
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How wrong I was. So wrong,
in fact, that I had to make
the dreaded late-afternoon
call to gingerly explain why I
wouldn’t be home until well
after dark. Oops.
It wasn’t my fault, honest.
The V-Strom made me do it.
I blame its comfortable seat
and roomy riding position.
I also point the finger at
its surprisingly engaging
roadholding and its smooth,
predictable power delivery
that took me all the way
out to Melbourne’s nearest
ski resort, Mt Baw Baw,
via the least-direct route
imaginable, as you do on a
motorcycle.
Eleven large is no
insignificant sum for a
learner bike but, for that,
you get a bike that’s hardly
Learner-like and one you’d
happily keep with a full
licence. ECU mapping is the
only real difference between
it and the regular, full-power
650 V-Strom.
After a full day in the
saddle, hundreds of
kilometres and just one
fuel stop, I realised I was
clearly enjoying myself on
the ’Strom. As with all dualsport adventure machines,
it’s a big, tall bike with longtravel suspension that easily
eats the bumpy back roads
of this big, brown land.
For all its advantages,
however, a bike of this height
could be a deal breaker
for some learners and
vertically challenged riders
who prefer the assurance of
reaching terra
firma with
two flat feet.
Nonetheless,
in this
learnerfriendly
guise, the
V-Strom is the
quintessential
quiet
achiever.

CFMOTO 650 TK
On first impressions, two
things smack you in the face
with China’s touring bike, the
CFMoto 650 TK: its looks and
its price.
This motorcycle makes a
compelling argument that
you don’t need a big-dollar
bike to cover big miles.
Of course, the 650 TK is
no match for a bike like
Triumph’s Trophy SE but it’s
more than $20,000 cheaper
than its long-legged, luxury
lookalike. The saving could
be a very, very nice holiday
in Europe for a year. Hmm…
Your eyes initially take
in its well-built detail:
the hard panniers, the
freeway-friendly fairing and
sizeable screen, auxiliary
power socket, heck, even
Continental tyres. All this for
just eight grand? Yep. Then
you throw a leg over the TK.
You’re probably now
expecting a barrage of
criticism and negativity.
Sorry to disappoint, it’s
actually a surprisingly good
thing and one that will again

have you ask, “All this? For
eight grand?”
You’re greeted by a large,
user-friendly dash with
clear instrumentation and
somewhat high and narrow
’bars that don’t help disguise
the bike’s 220-kilogram wet
weight during low-speed
manoeuvres. That mass melts
away as speed rises, however,
with surefooted handling
though swift direct changes
call for a bit of heave. Then
there’s a strong, willing
engine with commendable
acceleration, good brakes
(minus the surety of ABS)
and a pleasant gearbox.
At six-feet or 180cm
tall, I’m quite comfortable
aboard the TK but I suspect
taller riders, such as Lord
Spanner, at 6’3” (190.5cm),
might feel a tad cramped
with the fairing butting up
against his knees.
The 650 TK is perfect for
budget-conscious tourers
or, with respect, people
with ample life experience
returning to riding.

– Chris Harris

